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Oceanography has received a lot of attention in the 21st century. Due to the harsh and complex
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ocean conditions, ensuring power supply to the distributed marine equipment has become a critical
challenge. The ocean kinetic energy harvester (OKEH) has made favorable progress in powering
ocean sensors by harvesting blue energy. The latest developments in the electromagnetic harvester
(EMH), electroactive polymers harvester (EAH), triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), and hybrid
harvester (HH) are reviewed in this study. This study analyzes the working principles and output
performance of the OKEH as well as highlights the future challenges of and perspectives on the
OKEH. Based on the comparison of OKEHs, this study indicates that TENG is favorable for
harvesting low-frequency, low-amplitude, and random-direction wave energy (called high entropy
energy).
Keywords: blue energy harvesters; ocean kinetic energy; ocean sensors; triboelectric
nanogenerator; electromagnetic; electroactive polymers
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

Phrase

OKEH
EMH

Ocean Kinetic Energy Harvester

EAH

Electroactive Polymers Harvester

TENG

Triboelectric Nanogenerator

HH

Hybrid Harvester

UWSN

Underwater Sensor Network

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network

ROV

Remotely Operated Vehicle

AUV

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

OKE

Ocean Kinetic Energy
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Electromagnetic Harvester

OWC

Oscillating Water Column

DEH
PEH

Dielectric Elastomer harvester
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IPMC

Backward Bent Duct Buoy

lP

BBDB

Piezoelectric Harvester

Ionic Polymer Metal Composite
Flowing Energy Converter

PZT

Piezoelectric Ceramic Transducer

PVDF

Polyvinylidene Fluoride

FPED

Flexible Piezoelectric Device

EFHAS

Elastic Floating unit with Hanging Structures
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FEC

1 Introduction
With ocean development and utilization, ocean environmental pollution and natural disasters
have gradually increased, causing enormous economic losses and social impacts [1]. Ocean
monitoring and the remote control of various marine equipment are the most popular approaches for
solving these problems [2]. Ocean sensor is the most essential equipment for collecting data and
transferring control signals from distant places, and a large number of ocean distributed sensors form
2

the basis of ocean monitoring [1-14]. As an extension of the Internet of Things (IoT), sensing the
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ocean is playing an increasingly vital role in developing smart oceans [2, 3, 15].
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Figure 1: Vast network of unmanned ocean systems and sensors for smart ocean.

As shown in Figure 1, smart ocean consists of many ocean sensors and unmanned equipment.
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Deployed on floating bodies or along cables, energy harvesters can convert wave, solar, wind, tidal,
ocean current, and other renewable energy sources to stable electrical energy. Ocean sensors are the
basis for underwater sensor networks (UWSNs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2, 11-13,
16-24]. The UWSNs can be integrated with ships, cargos, buoys, underwater equipment, and
offshore platforms to collect information and transmit it over the internet [19, 23]. By supplementing
machine learning and multi-sensor fusion techniques, the ocean sensors can collect data from the
marine environment, perform pollution monitoring, and analyze the in-situ water quality in detail. In
addition, ocean sensors have a great potential in marine channel safety, ship navigation, marine
monitoring, and resource protection [2, 3]. At this stage, the miniature electronic product like
Micro-Electro-Mechanical System opens up many opportunities for low-power sensors [25].
Sensor-based ocean monitoring equipment has been developed in the recent years [2, 8, 10, 26-30].
3

However, the complexity of the marine environment and limited battery capacity have led to the
serious lack of intelligent and convenient marine exploration facilities [16, 17].
The main compositions of the state-of-the-art ocean sensors have been briefly illustrated in
Figure 2. The main aim nowadays is to enable sensor nodes to operate in oceans for a long time [11,
31]. The energy supply for sensor nodes usually includes batteries, capacitors, heat engines, fuel cells,
and energy harvesters. In the past decades, battery power has been the most commonly used energy
source [11]. However, with the rapid increase in the number and scale of sensor networks, the
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replacement of the exhausted batteries has become significantly time-consuming and laborious [3, 5,
31]. In addition, the batteries often involve toxic heavy metals and is not conducive to the
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development of the marine ecological environment .
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Figure 2: State-of-art ocean sensors: Observation Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) system [32], Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) [20, 33], Sonar sensors [34], High-quality data buoy [35], Buoy automatic monitoring
system [36], Underwater glider [37], Current profile [38], Ultrasonic thickness gauge [39], Low-Cost sensor buoy
system [26], Oxygen sensor [40], Conductive sensor [41], Radiation [42], Dissolved oxygen sensor [43],
Temperature sensor [44], Pressure sensor [45], Tide and Wave recorder [46], Wave staff [47], PH sensor [48],
Chlorophyll [49], Nitrate [50], Glider Payload CTD [51], Turbidity sensor [52], Wave gauge [53], Sonic wave
sensor XB [54], and Wave logger [55].
5

Ocean sensors face several chemical, physical, and biological effects. There are over 4000
organisms related to fouling problems in the marine environment [13, 17, 56-60]. Once the ocean
sensors immerse in seawater, they cause biofouling problems and influence various aspects of the
seawater, such as, pH, dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity, organic material, and
hydrodynamic conditions. Consequently, the long-term accuracy of the marine environmental sensor
measurements has been a critical issue [2]. The control of biofouling of surfaces in the marine
environment is a considerable challenge has detrimental effects on shipping, oceanographic sensors
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and aquaculture systems. For example, it has been shown that the increased roughness presented by a
heavily fouled ship hull can result in powering penalties of up to 86% at cruising speed; even

ro

relatively light fouling by diatom ‘slimes’ can generate a 10–16% penalty [61, 62]. Because seawater
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is corrosive, the oceanographic sensors should take appropriate fouling protection measures. The
biofouling protection for ocean sensors includes three typical methods: wipers, copper corrosion, and
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chlorine evolution [17, 62-64]. However, it is difficult to conduct these methods in an actual ocean
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environment and therefore, the biofouling protection for oceanographic in-situ sensors is more
challenging. With the existing technologies, the wide-scale deployment of ocean sensors is hindered.
For an electrical equipment that requires distributed, low power consumption, and strong robustness,
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energy harvesting may be the most effective method [5, 31, 65, 66].
Notably, the ocean is not only rich in natural resources, such as oil and gas, but also in potential
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energy. In 2014, Tollefson defined blue energy as the power from the ocean and stated that the sea
could be an even more benign source of power than the wind [67]. Professor Wang considered blue
energy as a clean, cost-effective, and sustainable energy sourced from the ocean [68]. Generally, blue
energy indicates the energy obtained from ocean, while the devices that harvest energy from the
ocean are called blue energy harvesters. In other words, the "regular" and "effective" energy
collected by the power generation devices from the "irregular" ocean kinetic energy (OKE) can be
categorized as blue energy. Blue energy typically offer two forms of kinetic energy, ocean currents
and ocean waves [65]. Specifically, it is estimated that the average energy in the waves along the
world coastline is approximately 65 MW per mile [65, 67, 69-73]. Representative of blue energy,
OKE is characterized by its sustainability and reproducibility [65, 67, 74, 75]. Figure 3 shows the
6

power density for various wave heights and current velocities of the OKE [76, 77]. The wave power
is proportional to the square of the wave height, and the current power is proportional to the cube of
the current velocity. Therefore, OKE is a relatively intense renewable energy source and is favorable
for powering distributed ocean sensors. Considering the low power requirements of ocean sensors, it
is expected that the blue energy harvesters will provide a long-term and effective power supply for
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ocean sensors.

Figure 3: Relative power density of (a) ocean wave with different wave heights and (b) marine current with
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different current velocities [76, 77].

Recent progress in ocean energy utilization has shown that ocean kinetic energy harvesters
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(OKEH) and blue energy storage technologies are expected to replace the traditional batteries and
cables. The converted energy can completely meet the requirements of small-scale and low-power
electrical equipment, such as ocean sensors, as shown in Figure 4. Further, it is possible to realize a
long-term stable power supply for marine monitoring equipment.
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Figure 4: Schematic of OKE harvesters for powering distributed sensors.
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2 Types of energy harvesters for powering distributed sensors
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2.1 Characteristics of kinetic energy harvested from ocean
Waves are derived from the transfer of the kinetic energy of wind to the upper surface of ocean
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[78]. The obvious advantage of wave energy is that it can travel across a long distance without any
significant energy loss. The power is steadier and more predictable, and it allows much smaller and
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fewer components to produce the same amount of power in certain regions [60, 69, 72, 79-82].
Kinetic energy in waves is tremendous. An average 4-ft, 10-s wave embodies an energy level greater
than 35,000 horsepower per mile of coast [79]. The wave power per unit in deep water for a regular
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wave is given by,

1 𝜌(𝑔𝑎)2 𝑇

𝐽=4

2𝜋

=

𝜌𝑇(𝑔𝐻)2
32𝜋

,

(1)

where, 𝜌 is the mass density of water, g is the acceleration of gravity, a is the wave amplitude, H is
the wave height, and T is the period of the wave. From Eq. (1), it can be noted that the wave power is
proportional to the square of the wave height and the square root of the wavelength and linearly
proportional to the wave period.
As illustrated in Figure 5, the current energy consists of tidal current and ocean current energy.
The tidal current energy is produced from the gravitational pull from both the moon and the sun [83].
Tidal currents are the response of the ocean water mass to the tide and are generated by horizontal
8

movements of water (particularly, near coasts or other constrictions). An initial analysis of the tidal
current resource can be done similar to the wind analysis [84],
1

𝑃 = 2 𝜌 ∫(𝑈 3 𝑑𝐴),

(2)

where, 𝜌 is the water density, 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the channel (m2), and 𝑈 is the
component of the undisturbed fluid flow velocity perpendicular to the cross-section of the channel
(m/s) [84]. It can be seen that the potential power of a tidal current is proportional to the cube of the
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current velocity. Therefore, the power density (in W/m2) of tidal currents increases substantially with
a small increase in the velocity. For near-shore currents such as those occurring in the channels
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between mainland and islands or in estuaries, the current velocity varies predictably with respect to
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the tide [78]. Compared with the near-shore tidal current energy, significant current flows also exist
in the open ocean [78]. These large circulations are initiated by the latitudinal distributions of winds,
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temperature, and salinity across the globe [85]. The ocean currents flow continuously in the same
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direction and is the strongest, close to the surface.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram showing the characteristics and resource zone of OKE.
The OKE resource zones comprising ocean wave energy resource zone, wave-current
interaction zone, and marine current resource zone, are depicted in Figure 5. The currents and
wave-driven flows interact with the seabed, producing boundary layers. The ubiquitous presence of
currents results in a turbulent bottom boundary layer with a thickness of the order of meters to a few
tens of meters [86]. In addition, the waves produce a boundary layer only when the oscillatory
motion extends to the seafloor, that is often the most turbulent, with a thickness of the order of 0.1 m
[86]. The wave and current spectrum are prone to becoming highly irregular. Under the actual sea
conditions, the waves, tidal currents, ocean currents, wind, and temperature interact with each other,
making the associated energy conversion more chaotic and irregular. Based on the concept of entropy
10

from the first law of thermodynamics, a large amount of irregular energy distributed in the ocean has
a high entropy. It is further noted that, due to the influence of lunar cycle, wind, temperature, salinity,
and gravity, the OKE is usually “random” (high entropy), and the parameters of the various marine
environments affect the efficiency and accessibility of OKEHs [68, 70, 87]. However, given only a
small fraction of the OKE, the electricity demand of the distributed ocean sensors can be fulfilled
[68].
Considering the wave and current resource characteristics, the OKE technology is still in the
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accelerating stage and is expected to grow rapidly in the next decade. OKEH has made significant
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progress in powering ocean sensors by harvesting blue energy. The latest developments in the
electromagnetic harvesters (EMHs), electroactive polymers harvesters (EAHs), triboelectric
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nanogenerators (TENGs), and hybrid harvester (HHs) are comprehensively reviewed in the
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2.2 Electromagnetic harvesters
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following sections.

Figure 6: Working mechanism of an electromagnetic harvester: a metal coil cuts through the magnetic induction
lines generated by a magnet.

2.2.1 Working principle
Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction states that a varying magnetic field can induce
electric current [70, 74, 88]. The traditional EMH is composed of a magnet and metal coil that
usually yields a large volume, high mass density, and single acquisition direction. The basic principle
11

is that the Lorentz force induces electrons to flow in a conductor, as shown in Figure 6 [70]. In fact,
the EMH has performed effectively in critical applications in large-scale ocean power stations and
other ocean renewable energy utilization fields [20, 60, 69, 71, 72, 80-82, 89-99]. However, due to
the “high-entropy” or “disorder” nature of the OKE, the traditional EMH is inefficient for powering
small-scale appliances, such as distributed sensor nodes and ocean monitoring equipment [70, 100,
101]. Therefore, researchers have proposed numerous smaller-scale and more robust EMH-based
renewable OKE harvesting technologies to power ocean sensors [96, 102-106].
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2.2.2 Oscillating water column mode

Figure 7: Double chambered backward bent duct buoy (BBDB) (adapted from [114]).

As shown in Figure 7 (a), Olly et al. proposed a wave energy harvester based on the oscillating
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water column (OWC) and is called the backward bent duct buoy (BBDB) [103]. The basic structure
is composed of two interconnected L-shaped duct chambers which is kept immersed in water. The
turbine is located between the two-duct connection ports. It uses buoys as the basic structure. When
the BBDB is excited by waves, the water levels inside the two ducts are different, causing a pressure
difference that drives the turbine to generate electricity. It affords the advantages of a high primary
conversion efficiency and maximum conversion efficiency at the maximum wavelength. The
maximum efficiency of BBDB is approximately 78 % [Pw = 326.3725 (water power), avgPc =
255.04 (chamber power)] [103]. Upon applying the BBDB to marine ranches, the aquaculture
monitoring system can operate stably [103].
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2.2.3 Inertial pendulum mode
Ding et al. proposed an inertial pendulum OKEH for powering sensors in an underwater glider
[105]. It consists of an eccentric pendulum fixed with a rare earth permanent magnet generator.
Under wave excitations, the eccentric pendulum rotates around the center, causing the coil to
produce electricity in the changing magnetic field. Therefore, it does not require any gear set and can
directly convert blue energy into electricity. In the first-level sea state, the average power is greater
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than 150 mW, sufficient for providing power to a large number of sensors [105].

Figure 8: (a) Architecture of the OKEH system. (b) In-ocean test: The installation of OKEH. (c) Voltage across the
battery and load in the power management circuit during the charging and discharging process. (d) Operation
principle, sea trial, and (e), (f) hardware configuration of the mooring-less sensor buoy. (g) Time series of
hydrodynamic power during the sea-trial in 3 min. (a–c) Reproduced with permission from CC BY-ND 4.0 [102].
(d–g) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier [96].

Li et al. proposed an OKEH based on the high-efficiency pendulum, as shown in Figure 8 (a)
[102]. The pendulum can sense the motion of the ultra-low frequency waves and drive the
high-speed rotating electromagnetic rotor through the gear. The power management circuit enables it
13

to charge and discharge the lithium battery automatically. Figure 8 (b) shows the OKEH installed in
a real-sea test. In Figure 8 (c), the OKEH includes three working cycles and can realize the function
of a continuous power supply. When the wave height is greater than 0.6 m, the maximum
peak-to-peak output voltage is 15.9 V, the corresponding power is 0.13 W, and the maximum power
density is 31 W/m3 [102]. The authors claim that it can power various low-power sensors and
promises the effective improvement of the life of marine buoys [102].
2.2.4 Wave induction turbine mode

of

To reduce the deployment and maintenance costs, Joe et al. proposed a design to power a

ro

mooring-less sensor buoy [96]. As shown in Figure 8 (d), the design is based on a submerged body
and a floating body. The submerged body is a self-adjusting wave induction turbine and utilizes the
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heave motion of waves to drive the rotor. The rotor has flap-type blades and rotates as the waves rise

re

and fall. It is unaffected by the waves coming from various directions and does not require mooring.
By adjusting the rope, the submerged body is located at the wave base (that is, the depth at the wave

lP

excitation force becomes negligible, usually 5 m below the sea surface). In an ocean, the
mooring-less sensor buoy can continuously convert wave energy into electric energy, and reduces the
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installation costs and improves the battery life. Figure 8 (e–g) shows the test performed in real seas
under medium sea states. The average turbine speed is 11.20 rpm, the average power is 1.61 W, and
the maximum power is 37.68 W [96]. The author suggests that the power can be further improved
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based on a more suitable energy management in the later stage [96].

2.3 Electroactive polymers harvester
For distributed sensors in the ocean, reliable and sustainable power is essential [107]. EAH
plays an important role in utilizing OKE for generating electricity [108-123]. Generally, according to
the material classification, there are mainly three types of EAHs; based on dielectric elastomer (DE)
material, piezoelectric material, and ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) material [113]. In the
following sections, the application of EAHs in OKE collection for powering distributed ocean
sensors is introduced.

14

2.3.1 Dielectric elastomer
Dielectric elastomer harvesters (DEHs) have a high flexibility and a large elongation ability and
can adopt to various materials [108]. Therefore, the DEH has been conveniently utilized as sensors,
actuators, or energy harvesters in the past few years [108-114]. In addition, creating a low-cost
energy harvester is gaining a lot of attention [108]. Figure 9 depicts the basic working mechanism of
DEHs. In Figure 9, the DEH is regarded as a variable capacitance device in the generator mode.
When an external force excites the DEH, it stretches from form (I) to form (II) with no charge
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present on the electrodes. At position (III), a charge Q is deposited on the electrodes; this is called
“priming” [124]. In the next step, the charge on the electrodes is assumed to be constant, and the
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external force contracts the film (IV) (low capacitance) and resists the electrostatic forces, causing an
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increase in the electrostatic energy stored in the DEH. Finally, in stage (IV), the DEH gets fully
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discharged, and the stored electrostatic energy is recovered [124].

Figure 9: Generating mechanism of DEH.

The output of DEH depends on the capacitance variation in a single cycle. If the area variation
during a cycle is known, the output can be determined as follows:
𝐴

𝐸 = 𝛾𝜀𝜀0 𝑣 0 𝐸 2 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ln [𝐴 𝑖 ].
𝑓

15

(3)

Here, 𝛾 is the efficiency of energy conversion, 𝜀 is the dielectric constant of the dielectric elastomer
material, and 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space; 𝑣0 is the volume of the constant film; 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 is
the maximum electric field across the polymer; 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐴𝑓 are the total capacitances of the
dielectric elastomer layers in the stretched and unstretched states, respectively.
Prahlad et al. found that DE materials have a satisfactory impedance matching with the waves
[108]. The exclusive characteristic of the DEH is that, instead of requiring a large centralized wave
generator, it only requires a local power supply in the ocean. A cable-anchored DE material may be
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used to generate electricity. Although the electricity produced by DE is relatively small, it is
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sufficient to power ocean sensors [108].
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Figure 10: (a) Pseudo-OWC-type DE WEH. (b) Mechanical design and working principle of the flow energy
converter in the opened and closed state.

Kim et al. studied a pseudo-OWC-type DEH, as displayed in Figure 10 (a) [113]. The basic
structure is a simple tubular column that is immersed in water and anchored to the sea floor. The DE
membrane (gray) is fixed on the top of the column. As the wave passes through the cylinder, the
pressure difference is changed between the upper and lower column, causing the DE film to deform.
For a device with a diameter of 2 m and containing 787 DE films with a thickness of 31.25 µm, the
authors predict that, under the condition of a wave height of 3 m and a period of 10 s, the total
energy of each incident wave can reach 6.18 kJ and the power can reach 0.618 kW [113].
Although the exploit of small-scale prototypes for harvesting wave energy has been
16

demonstrated, utilizing electroactive polymers to obtain flow energy remains an enormous challenge
[111]. Based on the simplified design concept and environmentally friendly development, Maas et al.
developed a flowing energy converter (FEC) [111]. In Figure 10 (b), the elastic tube with a DE
material is covered with waterproof electrodes on its surfaces. There is a rigid ring at the end, to
stretch and contract the FEC. The active valve is initially opened and is controlled by an external
mechanical structure. As shown in Figure 10 b(i), the flow forces the rigid ring and subsequently, the
tube is pre-stretched to a certain extent. As shown in Figure 10 b(ii), the active valve closes the
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outlet of the tube watertight. Due to the sudden closure, the water pressure increases significantly
and the elastic DE material stretches in the direction of flow, and the kinetic energy is converted into

ro

strain energy. At the maximum stretch, the FEC has to be charged, as shown in Figure 9. Because of

-p

the reflected wave at the open inlet of the tube, a negative pressure occurs inside the tube, and the
tube contracts below its initial length (Figure 10 b(iii)). At the minimum length, the FEC is

re

discharged and the active valve opens the tube (Figure 10(iv)). Finally, the DE stretches to its initial

lP

length (Figure 10 b(v)) and the mechanical cycle starts again. For a FEC device with an inner
diameter of 65 mm, a thickness of 2.5 mm, and a length of 1 m, it can close the pinch valve within
100 ms, and a shock wave travels through the inner tube at a speed of approximately 2.5 ms -1 [111].
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As an energy harvesting system, the device has the advantages of scalability, resource efficiency, and
lightweightedness [111]. However, it is limited by the design and layout of the active valve.
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2.3.2 Piezoelectric harvester

Figure 11. Piezoelectric harvester model. (a) Cantilever beam (common piezoelectric-based power generator). (b)
Modeling of a piezoelectric power generator.
17

Due to the unique ability to couple electrical signals and mechanical displacements, the sensor
and actuator technologies commonly adopt piezoelectric materials to change the electrical
polarization in response to mechanical stress or to produce mechanical strain in response to an
electric field [125-131]. The commonly used piezoelectric materials are the piezoelectric ceramic
transducer (PZT) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [132]. Specifically, PZT, also known as lead
zirconate titanate, is a poled ferroelectric ceramic with a perovskite structure [132] and PVDF is a
poled electroactive polymer with its piezoelectric response approximately 10 times higher than that

of

of the other polymers [133].
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The piezoelectric harvester (PEH) is composed of a piezoelectric element coupled with a
mechanical structure. Figure 11 (a) presents a typical piezoelectric generator. A mass ma is attached
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to the tip of a cantilever beam. When subject to waves, the cantilever beam oscillates and generates

re

bending stress along the beam. Thereafter, the mechanical deformation polarizes the piezoelectric
element in the direction of the thickness and produces voltage signals between the electrodes.

lP

Typically, a PEH can be modeled as a rigid mass coupled with a damper, spring, and piezoelectric
structure that operates around its resonance frequency and undergoes linear movement [134, 135], as
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shown in Figure 11 (b) [136]. The rigid body is coupled to the fixed surface through springs,
dampers, and piezoelectric elements. Assuming that the applied force is harmonic, the model of the
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PEH can be expressed as [132]

𝑆

𝐹 = 𝑗𝜔𝑚𝑣 + 𝑏𝑣 + 𝑗𝜔 𝑣 + 𝐹𝑖 .

Here, the harmonic term e

jωt

(4)

has been suppressed [136], while m and 𝑣 are the mass and

velocity of the rigid mass, respectively. Fi is the amplitude of the internal mutual force between the
piezoelectric element and the rigid mass, s is the spring stiffness, and b is the damper coefficient. The
circuit equivalent model facilitates the determination of the relationship between the device output
and frequency, elastic modulus, and device structural parameters.
Few PEHs have been proposed to collect energy from wind and vortex-induced vibration [132,
137-143]. Recently, various applications of piezoelectric materials have been observed in the field of
OKE harvesting.
18
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Figure 12: (a) Laminated structure of a FPED painted by spray nozzle. (b) Comparison of electric power generated
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from each FPED at nearshore and (c) offshore sites. (d) PEH based on sway movement. (e) Test bench construction.

lP

(f) Output power of the device for three different shaker displacement values. (a–c) Reproduced with permission
from Elsevier [144]. (d–f) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier [145].
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Taylor et al. developed an energy harvesting eel (Eel) to convert the kinetic energy into
electricity for powering remote sensors and robots [137]. The Eel utilizes a slender strip of PVDF
piezoelectric polymer that swims in the current, emulating an eel in water. In non-turbulent flow, the
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front bluff body of the Eel will periodically emit alternating vortex on both sides. The eddy current
forces the slender trips and produces pressure difference and allows the Eel deformation under forced
oscillation to generate an AC voltage. Each strip covers three layers, namely a central inactive layer
(core) and two active layers of piezoelectric material, bonded to each side of the central layer. Each
system contains five Eels. The length, width, and thickness of the Eels are 132 cm × 15.24 cm × 400
μm. In a flow of 1 m/s, the Eel can provide the output of 1 W, and the energy conversion efficiency is
approximately 33 %. Such Eels are capable of charging the batteries or capacitors of distributed
robot groups or remote sensor arrays, thereby extending the mission life of the ocean containing
flowing water indefinitely [137].
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Mutsuda et al. designed a flexible wave energy harvester, named flexible piezoelectric device
(FPED) [144]. Figure 12 (a) demonstrate the FPED consisting of a thin PVDF laminated layer and
an elastic material coated with a piezoelectric layer. The piezoelectric material is directly coated on
the substrates and electrodes using a spray nozzle device. The elastic material is highly durable and
can withstand extreme bending and weathering caused by the ocean waves and currents. Figure 12
(b) displays the output of a FPED with the dimensions of 200 mm (length) × 60 mm (width) × 5 mm
(thickness) for a test conducted nearshore and offshore. The power density of the FPED can reach
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2.6 μW/cm3. Based on the FPED, Mutsuda et al. further proposed elastic floating unit with hanging
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structures (EFHAS) with a suspension structure [146]. The EFHAS includes a floating unit and
suspension unit. The suspension unit is connected by six FPEDs, covering three horizontal FPEDs
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and three vertical FPEDs. The vertical FPEDs can collect current energy and vortex energy, while the
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horizontal FPEDs can collect wave energy. Compared with the previous harvesters, the unique
advantage of EHFAS is that it can collect OKE. The author states that the EFHAS can not only
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produce electricity, but also utilize the energy for wireless sensing, including environmental
monitoring, mechanical sensing, and structural diagnosis (such as, protecting offshore wind turbines
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from ocean waves) [146]. When used in an artificial marine infrastructure, the electricity generated
by the EFHAS can be used to direct fish to feeding areas, while ensuring their safety, thereby
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contributing to the establishment of an environmentally friendly ecosystem [144, 146-148].
Hwang et al. reported a PEH based on sway motion, as shown in Figure 12 (d). It mainly
consists of a piezoelectric cantilever structure and a magnet [145]. A catheter with a metal ball is
placed above the magnet and works at the tip of the piezoelectric module. Figure 12 (e) is a
schematic diagram of the test bench, and the system is tested based on a setting that simulates ocean
waves. In Figure 12 (f), for a device with the dimensions of 3.8 cm × 1.9 cm × 0.2 cm at a simulated
wave frequency of 0.5 Hz, the maximum output voltage is 21.1 V, and the power density is 47.85
μW/m3 [145]. The authors believe that they can adapt the “multi-directional vibration” approach to
develop PEHs that can be operated at low frequencies and applied in “sea-based” applications
involving buoys and boats [145].
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In addition, Murray et al. designed a two-stage energy harvester with two decoupling systems
[149]. It is used in a buoyant environment to convert the unstable low-frequency movement into a
constant high-frequency mechanical vibration. The low-frequency movement of the primary system
will excite the several piezoelectric vibration elements (secondary systems). Accordingly, the
heaving buoy continuously transforms the low-frequency wave vibration into the resonance of the
vibratory piezoelectric element array. The conversion efficiency of the two-stage energy harvester
can reach 33 % under the resonance condition. The expected output of a 76 mm diameter, 910 mm
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long spar buoy is 60–180 mW [149]. The novel design could replace batteries or other finite-storage

ro

technologies to power the small, remote, and unmoored buoys [149].
2.3.3 Ionic polymer metal composite harvesters
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Piezoelectric materials have demonstrated amazing power generation performances in several
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applications. However, their fragility and the characteristic of only responding to high-frequency
stimuli have limited their further application. IPMC is an excellent candidate for harvesting energy in
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the low frequency regime due to its inherent flexibility, long life, and mechanoelectrical coupling
[117]. So far, most of the research concentrated on the signal conditioning circuit, and energy
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harvesting has not received adequate attention [117, 122, 150-153].

Figure 13: (a) Illustration of a compact movable power system utilizing both vertical wave and horizontal ocean
current with a vortex, and (b) schematics of the OKE harvesting structure with the IPMC supplying electricity for
stand-alone offshore plants. (a–b) Reproduced with permission from Springer [113].

In Figure 13 (a), Kim et al. displayed the world’s first OKEH based on an IPMC material [113].
This is the first research to use IPMC materials to power marine monitoring equipment or marine
platforms [113]. It is composed of multiple Nafion films coated with graphene-based inks. In this
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study, the novel developed graphene-based IPMC has been tested in ocean. As shown in Figure 13
(b), the device can supply electricity to distributed ocean monitoring equipment or stand-alone
offshore plants with a target of 120–600 Wh over 20 d [112]. Although it is estimated that the output
is weak in the ocean and the growth of algae/barnacles on the module will retard the bending motion
of the IPMC and disrupt the collection of electrical energy, the module is inexpensive and durable
and can be modified to adapt to different types of applications [113].
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2.4 Triboelectric nanogenerator
The large-scale electromagnetic generator is currently the main technology for wave energy
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collection. However, due to the low efficiency of the EMG under irregular and low-frequency (<5 Hz)
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ocean waves, the equipment manufacturing and maintenance costs are extremely high [70, 74,
154-162]. Recently, researchers are increasingly inclined to develop novel harvesters that are
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low-cost, long-lived, environmentally friendly, and corrosion resistant [70, 163-180]. Remarkably,
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Professor Wang found that collecting electrical energy from mechanical friction is an effective and
inexpensive approach and accordingly, the TENG was proposed [100, 155, 181-190]. The
subsequent studies have confirmed that TENG can obtain electric power from "disordered" energy in
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various environments, such as wave energy, human motion, and vibration energy in the surrounding
[191-198]. TENG has obvious advantages over the EMG in the energy collection of low-frequency
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waves with a frequency lower than 5 Hz [70, 74]. In addition, the feedback mechanism between the
mechanical vibration and the output suggests that TENG can promote energy utilization in the IoT
era [87, 199]. Therefore, researches has proposed the construction of TENG as an effective approach
for blue energy harvesting and marine environment monitoring [70, 156, 158, 164, 189, 200, 201].
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2.4.1 The four fundamental working modes
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Figure 14: The working principle of TENG: (a) Basic vertical contact-separation working mode, (b) lateral sliding

lP

working mode, (c) single-electrode working mode and (d) freestanding working mode of TENGs.

The basic TENG physical model bases on the Maxwell's displacement current and can be
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defined as [88]:

𝐽𝐷 =

𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝐸

= 𝜀 𝜕𝑡 +

𝜕𝑃𝑠
𝜕𝑡

(5)
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Where D is the displacement field, ε is the dielectric constant of the medium, E is the electric field,
and PS is the polarization created by the piezoelectric or triboelectric effect [68, 87, 155, 202]. The
first term on the right hand refers to the electric field that changes with time and is related to the
origin of electromagnetic. The second term comes from surface polarization and is the basics of
nanogenerators [88, 203, 204].
As shown in Figure 14 (a), the contact-separation TENG works based on the polarization in
vertical direction. Physical contact between two dielectric films (dielectric layer 1 and 2, and at least
one of them is an insulator) with distinct electron affinities creates oppositely charged surfaces.
When the two layers are separated by a gap, a potential drop is created between the two electrodes.
The free electrons in electrode 1 or 2 would flow to the other electrode through external circuit and
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balance the electrostatic field. Once the gap is closed, a potential drop is created by the triboelectric
charges will disappear and the induced electrons will flow back. Thus, a periodic contact and
separation between the two dielectrics can cause AC output in the external circuit. The corresponding
equation is:
𝑄

𝑉 = − 𝑆𝜀 [𝑑0 + 𝑥(𝑡)] +
0

𝜎𝑥(𝑡)

(6)

𝜀0

Here, σ is the static charge density, S is the metal area, 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space, 𝑑0 is the
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effective dielectric thickness and x(t) is the time dependent distance between the two tribo-material

ro

[205].

The lateral sliding mode TENG uses the polarization in lateral direction caused by the relative
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sliding between two dielectrics [205]. Once two materials with opposite triboelectric polarities get
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contact, surface charge will transferred due to the triboelectrification effect (Figure 14 b). If the two
surfaces are fully matched, no current flow will take place since the positive charges at one side are
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fully compensated by the negative ones. Once a relative displacement is introduced by an externally
applied force in the direction parallel to the interface, triboelectric charges will not be fully
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compensated at the displaced/mismatched areas and create an effective polarization. In other words,
a tribo-polarization occurs along the sliding direction by a change in the effective contact area [205].
Therefore, a potential difference is generated across the two electrodes. The sliding mode can be
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made fully packaged and even in rotation mode so that it can operate in vacuum. The output voltage
of the lateral sliding mode TENG can be calculated by the following formula with w being the
transversal width:

𝑉 = − 𝑤𝜀

𝑑0
0(1−𝑥)

𝑄+

𝜎𝑑0 𝑥
𝜀0 (1−𝑥)

(7)

The single electrode mode TENG is better to harvest energy from a freely moving object
without attaching conduction lines. As shown in Figure 14 (c), if a charged dielectric approaches the
metal plate, an induction current will be generated on the metal plate to balance the field. Once the
dielectric moves away from the metal plate, the current flows back to the ground. Such mode of
TENG is most useful for utilizing the energy from a moving object. The theoretical electrical outputs
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can be expressed:
𝑄𝑠𝑐 =

𝜎𝑤𝑙
𝐶 (𝑥)
1+ 1

(8)

𝐶2 (𝑥)

𝑉𝑜𝑐 =

𝜎𝑤𝑙𝐶2

(9)

𝐶1 𝐶2 +𝐶2 𝐶3 +𝐶1 𝐶3

In the above equations, l is the length in the longitudinal direction, Ci is the equivalent capacitance
formed between electrical nodes [205].
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The freestanding mode TENG, with its working mechanism displayed in Figure 14 (d), can
effectively store charges and is suitable for wave energy harvesting. When the two active dielectric
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layers get contact, triboelectric charges will be induced on the surface. Equation (10) expresses the

electrodes.

𝜀0 𝑠

2𝜎𝑥
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𝑑0 +𝑔

𝑄+

𝜀0

(10)
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𝑉=
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voltage of the general freestanding TENG, where g is the gap between the reference and the primary

Notably, when a charge induced by friction, electrodes 2 and 3 do not need to contact the top
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dielectric layer directly. Therefore, in the rotating mode, the power generation unit (electrodes 2 and
3) can rotate freely without direct mechanical contact, which extends the service life of TENG.
2.4.2 Rolling-structure mode
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Previous researches suggest that TENG provides a lightweight, cost-effective approach for
converting various vibration energy into electricity [155, 163, 164, 178, 179, 186, 190, 206-217].
Nowadays, wave energy harvesting based on TENG has become a research hotspot, which is
expected to become the technical foundation for the in-situ power supply of ocean sensors.
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Figure 15: RF-TENG, (a) The freestanding-structured design of RF-TENG. (b) Schematic diagrams of the
self-power system with TENG, rectification circuits, EDLC, and load. (c) The charging curves for one, two, and
four EDLC capacitors in series, respectively. SS-TENG. (d) Array of sea snake triboelectric nanogenerators on an
ocean energy farm. (e) Voltage vs time of SS-TENG without air gap in the water at different concentrations of NaCl.
(f) The placement of the SS-TENG in the water environment with a linear motor actuating the water waves.
T-TENG. (g) Schematic diagram of the designed tower-like TENG consisting of multiple units. (h) The internal
structure of one unit and the nylon film coated on the 3D printed arc surface. (i) Comparison of the power density
of the present T-TENG and previous TENGs. (j) Structural scheme of the soft-contact model spherical TENG
(SS-TENG) with a flexible rolling sphere. (k) Typical electric output curves of SS-TENG under various working
frequencies. (l) The charging curves of SS-TENG and S-TENG for a capacitor (2.2 μF) at the frequency of 2 Hz.
(a-c) Reproduced with permission from Wiley [154]. (d-f) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier [187](g-i)
Reproduced with permission from American Chemical Society[156].(g-l) Reproduced with permission from
Elsevier [207].
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Wang et al. opened the TENG in wave energy harvesting and proposes a rolling-structured
freestanding triboelectric-layer-based nanogenerator named RF-TENG (Figure 15 (a)) [154]. The
RF-TENG contains a rolling ball (Nylon) and a Kapton (Polyethylene-Naphtholate) film coated on
the internal spherical shell. It works based on the contact electrification effect between traditional
polymer materials, with the advantages of light weight, low cost, and exceptional charge transfer
efficiency under low frequency. The structural optimization results show that a spherical TENG with
6.0 cm diameter can provide a peak current of 1 µA and an instantaneous output power of up to 10
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mW. As shown in Figure 15 (b) and Figure 15 (c), the TENG can directly drive tens of LEDs and
charge a series of supercapacitors to a rated voltage within several hours at the wave frequency of

ro

1.43 Hz. Thus, the authors believe that RF-TENG, with its self-powered support system is an
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effective green energy technology [154].
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On top of this, Figure 15 (d), Zhang et al. proposed a sea snake structured triboelectric
nanogenerator (SS-TENG) [187]. The SS-TENG works in the freestanding-layer mode. When
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excited by waves, the internal PTFE balls roll back and forth between the electrodes, generating AC
across the external resistance. The SS-TENG has the characteristics of light weight, simple structure
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and low cost, and it can effectively harvest energy from low amplitude ocean waves [187]. Figure 15
(e) shows the maximum power of the SS-TENG can reach about 4 μW. Although the researchers
have claimed that the SS-TENG could be used in actual ocean conditions with high salinity, the
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electrical energy collected by this device had not meet the power requirements of ocean wireless
sensor network. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that when more SS-TENG units are connected
in parallel, the output voltage will increase exponentially, which provides a feasible method for
improving the output performance of TENGs, as demonstrated in Figure 15 (f).
By designing a tower-like triboelectric nanogenerator (T-TENG), Xu et al [156]. significantly
enhance the output of TENG-based OKEH. As plotted in Figure 15 (g), the T-TENG is composed of
multiple parallel TENG units. Each unit covers several PTFE balls, a metal electrode membrane and
a 3D printed arc surface coated with a melt adhesive reticulation nylon film (Figure 15 (h)). The
experimental results suggest that the T-TENG can effectively convert arbitrary directional and
low-frequency wave energy into electrical energy by utilizing charged PTFE balls to roll on an arc
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surface. It is further noted that the power density of the T-TENG increases proportionally with the
number of units connected in parallel without rectifiers due to its distinctive mechanism and structure
(Figure 15 (i)) [156]. Finally, a maximum power density reaches 11 W/m3 with 10 TENG units
connected. Therefore, the design of T-TENG is considered as an innovative and effective approach
for large-scale blue energy harvesting by connecting more blocks to form T-TENG networks [156].
In Figure 15 (j), Cheng et al. reported a soft spherical triboelectric nanogenerator (SS-TENG)
to increase the output of spherical TENG [207]. It uses acrylic hollow spheres as the shell and a
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rolling flexible liquid/silicone as the soft core. Due to the significant increase in contact area, the

ro

maximum transferred charge (Qsc) with a diameter of 3.9 cm can reach about 500 nC, as displayed in
Figure 15 (k). Compared with the traditional spherical TENG, it adopts soft core to replace inertial
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hard ball, and the output performance is improved by 10 times [207]. By reasonably controlling the
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softness of the power generation element, the output of SS-TENG can be adjusted to match the
frequency of the external wave. Figure 15 (l) shows it can charge a 2.2 µF capacitor to

lP

approximately 3 V in 40 s at the wave frequency of 2 Hz [207].
In addition, an breakthrough in generator network performance was achieved by Wang et
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al.[183]. The research group developed a self-assembled wave energy harvesting network based on
high-performance TENGs. For a single spherical TENG with a package diameter of 8 cm, the
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average power density under wave excitation is 8.69 W/m3, 18 times more than the average power of
the shell structured TENG [183]. In terms of the self-assembled networking, the rotatable nested
magnetic ball structure is used to realize the magnetic connection between TENG units. As indicated
by the authors, the self-assembled network may pave the way for the application of large-scale
triboelectric nanogenerator networks for powering ocean sensors [183].
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2.4.3 Liquid-solid mode
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Figure 16: (a) The structure of liquid–solid-contact buoy triboelectric nanogenerators. (b) The schematic illustration
of the TENG network which contains thousands of single units. (c) TENGs connected by power cables for
large-scale blue energy harvesting with honeycomb-like topology structure. (d) Output voltage of four cables. (a-b)
Reproduced with permission from Wiley [200]. (c-d) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier [218].

The above-mentioned TENGs studies are based on the direct contact of two solid materials with
different electronegativity. In order to reduce the influence of seawater corrosion and electrostatic
interference on TENG, Li et al. fabricated a liquid–solid triboelectric nanogenerator (LS-TENG)
[200]. Figure 16 (a) and (b) shows the physical structure and application scenario of LS-TENG.
Compared with the solid–solid TENG with the same contact area, the output has been magnified by
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48.7 times. The output voltage, current and transfer charge of the LS-TENGs network can reach 290
µA, 300 V and 16725 nC, respectively. This suggests that the LS-TENGs network can directly power
hundreds of LEDs and drive a radio frequency emitter to form a self-powered wireless save our souls
(SOS) system in marine emergency. Moreover, the buoy-like LS-TENG can harvest energy from
different types of low-frequency vibration, including up–down, shaking and rotation movements.
Thus, the authors concluded that this work rendered an innovative and effective approach toward
large-scale blue energy harvesting and applications [200].
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Liu et al. designed a special cable TENG with its integral and internal structure, as shown in

ro

Figure 16 (c) [218]. It consists of two spring steel strips and three polymer films. The spring steel
strip inside the cable is of high elasticity and good fatigue resistance, and is suitable for long-term
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operation. The wires sandwiched between the two spring steel strips are protected from seawater
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corrosion. The contact-separation movement can produce considerable electrical energy output. The
most significant advantage of this structure is that spring steel and other materials are used as the

lP

rigid connection structure between the cable TENG units. Experimental analysis shows that a single
TENG cable can achieve a maximum voltage of 36 V and a maximum transfer charge of 26 nC in
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one cycle. Finally, in Figure 16 (d), the multiple connected TENG cables are tested in a water tank,
and the output voltage of the four TENG cables does not drop significantly after rectification. Thus,
the novel design can prevent the entanglement between the units, protect the transmission line from
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seawater erosion or interference and eliminate the ionization in the seawater [218].
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2.4.4 Disk and rotation mode

Figure 17: (a) Schematic diagram of the 3D structure and cross-section for the SS-TENG. (b) Photograph of a

lP

digital thermometer powered by the SS-TENG and (c) the charging process for a capacitor of 220 µF to power the
thermometer under the wave conditions of 10 cm and 1.2 Hz. (d) Schematic diagram of the water quality
monitoring system and the illustration of the side view (e)of the TD-TENG. (f) The peak current, peak power and
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average power of the TD-TENG under various loads in water. (a-c) Reproduced with permission from Wiley [219].
(d-f) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier [158].

In Figure 17 (a), Jiang et al. reported a TENG with a robust swing-structure for ultra-low
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frequency wave energy harvesting (SS-TENG) [219]. Its characteristic is that the air gap inside the
device and the flexible brush can realize the smallest friction resistance and sustainable friction
charge, thereby enhancing the robustness and durability. The SS-TENG with dimensions of 7 cm and
7.5 m·s-2 has a maximum output of 342 V, 5.9 µA and 256 nC. The maximum and average power
density can reach 144.3 mW/m3 and 26.3 mW/m3, respectively. The theoretical energy conversion
efficiency is 28.2%, and the electrical output performance remains unchanged after 4,000,000 cycles
of continuous triggering [219]. Figure 17 (b) shows that the SS-TENG successfully power a portable
electronic product under waves. In Figure 17 (c). The thermometer is successfully powered for
self-powered sensing and environment monitoring, which proves its potential application in
self-powered temperature sensing and blue energy environmental monitoring [219].
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In order to enable ocean sensors to continuously and stably monitor water quality, a new energy
harvester is urgently needed for monitoring equipment [158]. To this end, Bai et al. designed a
high-performance tandem disk triboelectric nanogenerator (TD-TENG) to collect wave energy
(Figure 17 (d)) [158]. Figure 17 (e) displays that it adopts a radial grating disc structure to convert
the agitation of low-frequency waves into high-frequency electric energy. The friction surface is
made of frosted material, which greatly improves the rotation of the TENG rotor disc in water. In this
way, the peak and average power of the TENG reached 45.0 mW and 7.5 mW, respectively, as show
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in Figure 17 (f) [158]. Besides, through a convenient power management circuit, the short-circuit
current increases to 11 mA, and can fully meet the power supply for water quality monitoring
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equipment. It creates a way to solve the power bottleneck of the multifunctional sensing platform
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that needs to work autonomously in water [158].

2.4.5 Contact-separation mode

Figure 18: The SIBS for sustainable and autonomous wireless sensing (a) and data transmission driven by wave
energy (b), (c). (d) Exploded view of the spherical TENG. (e) Framework for the integrated marine information
32

detection/display/alarm system driven by the power-managed spherical TENG. (f) Application demonstration for
powering a digital thermometer. (a-b) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier [220]. (c-d) Reproduced with
permission from Royal Society of Chemistry [221].

Xi et al. designed a self-powered intelligent buoy system (SIBS) by using a multilayered-TENG
for harvesting wave energy, as displayed in Figure 18 (a) [220]. The TENG unit operates in the
contact-separation mode and can yield an average output power density of 13.2 mW/m2with the
wave frequency of 2 Hz. In Figure 18 (b) and (c), the SIBS can achieve a sustainable and
autonomous wireless sensing of vibration acceleration, magnetic intensity and temperature within a
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range of 15 m. A power management module is adopted in the micro program control unit (MCU) to

ro

form an intelligent monitoring mechanism, so that the collected energy can be allocated to sensors
with different priorities [220]. Thus, the authors believe that SIBS can provide a universal platform
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for powering ocean sensors and has broad prospects in the internet of things, big data, artificial
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intelligence and blue energy [220].

Based on a spring-assisted multilayered structure, Liang et al. manufactured a spherical TENG

lP

to collect multi-directional wave energy (Figure 18 (d)) [221]. It can achieve a maximum output of
80 µA, 250 V and 8.5 mW under the wave frequency of 1.0 Hz. Figure 18 (e) shows integrating a
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power management module (PMM) to manage the output energy of the TENG. Through integration
with PMM, a stable and continuous DC voltage can be generated on the load resistance, as shown in
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Figure 18 (f). Once a 0.1 F supercapacitor is charged, the stored energy is increased by 100 times.
Further, the TENG device is used to power the digital thermometer and the water level
detection/alarm device successfully, which proves its broad application prospects for powering ocean
sensors [221].
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2.5 Hybrid harvesters

Figure 19: Structural design of ocean energy hybrid nanogenerator. (a) Schematic illustration of the hybrid system
with a double-wing structure riding on the water wave, which is basically constituted by (b) a cubic structured unit
hybridizing TENG and EMG. (c) Charging performances of TENG, EMG, and hybrid nanogenerator for a
capacitor of 10 µF at different water wave frequencies. (d) Schematic diagram of the WWEH and (e) charging
characteristics of the TENG-P and EMG-S connected in parallel and in series. (f) Typical working waveform of the
temperature alarm system. (g) Schematic illustration of the buoy network based on the WWEH for environmental
monitoring. (h) Structure design of the blue energy hybrid nanogenerator.[222] The optimized average power
densities of S-TENG and W-EMG under (i) rotation and (j) fluctuation modes. (k) Structural schematic diagram of
the HH based on inertia pendulum. (l) Stability of the triboelectric nanogenerator. Output power and converted
energy of TENG (m) and EMG (n) for a trigger with impedance of 400 MΩ. (a-c) Reproduced with permission
from Wiley[184].(d-g) Reproduced with permission from American Chemical Society[223]. (h-j) Reproduced with
34

permission from American Chemical Society[222].(k-n) Reproduced with permission from Elsevier[224].

The development of marine technology requires energy harvesters to collect blue energy
efficiently under different sea states. Multiple studies have shown that the integration of various
energy harvesting technologies (namely hybrid harvesters, HHs) seems to be a very promising
solution [70, 223, 225-227].
Wang et al. proposed a hybrid wave energy harvester based on TENG and EMH (Figure 19 (a))
[184]. As demonstrated in Figure 19 (b), the TENG consists of an acrylic box and four shakable
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boards pasted with flexible PTFE films. The acrylic box is divided into four separate chambers and
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Cu electrodes are anchored on the internal walls of each chamber. The PTFE film is attached on the
board to get full contact with Cu electrodes under wave excitation [184]. In this wok, the
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contact-freestanding mode is first utilized to enhance the efficiency of energy harvesting [184]. The
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charging characteristics of TENG, EMG and the hybrid nanogenerator are obtained by using a 10 µF
capacitor at different wave frequencies, and their charging curves are plotted in Figure 19 (c). For
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TENG, it can get a Voc of 400 V and a maximum Isc of 15.3 µA from the simulated water wave, while
the EMG obtained a Voc of 1.7 V and an Isc of 5.4 mA. The integration of TENG and EMG achieves
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compensation of their respective advantages, enabling the hybrid system to provide satisfactory
output in a wide range of operating frequencies (0.2-7 Hz) [184].
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Wu et al. presented a HH based on water wave energy harvester (WWEH), as shown in Figure
19 (d) [223]. The electrodes of the WWEH design as the Tai Chi shape in order to achieve an ideally
performance. Two coils are adopted to transform the motion of the magnetic sphere into electricity.
The charging curves of the device in Figure 19 (e) illustrates that the series connection of EMG-S
(i.e. two coils connected in series) and TENG-P (i.e. two friction layers connected in parallel) are
undoubtedly the best scheme [223]. Moreover, the WWEH adapts a paper-based supercapacitor for
power management circuit to power temperature alarm system, as illustrated in Figure 19 (f). The
performance of the WWEH is tested in Lake Lanier on a buoy. The results indicate the
supercapacitor can be charged to 1.84 V and the electric energy storage can reach about 1.64 mJ
within 162 s [223]. This work demonstrates the WWEH can be successfully utilized to drive
distributed ocean sensors for environmental monitoring.
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As shown in Figure 19 (h), Wen et al. reported a HH consists of a spiral-interdigitated-electrode
triboelectric nanogenerator (S-TENG) and a wrap-around electromagnetic generator (W-EMG) for
harvesting OKE [222]. Notably, due to the unique structural design, the HH could collect energy in
ocean tide, current, and wave energy to generate electricity under either rotation mode or translation
mode [222]. The Figure 19 (i) and (j) shows that the S-TENG is irreplaceable for harvesting energy
with low rotation speeds (< 100 rpm) or low motion frequencies (< 2 Hz), while the W-EMG is able
to produce larger output at high frequencies (> 10 Hz). Thus, the complementary output can be
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maximized and the hybridized nanogenerator can harvest energy in a broader frequency range. The
proposed hybrid nanogenerator renders an effective and sustainable progress in practical applications
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of the hybrid nanogenerator toward harvesting water wave energy offered by nature [222].
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Chen et al. proposed a disordered pendulum type HH integrated with a power management
circuit to power ocean sensors through wave energy, as shown in Figure 19 (k) [224]. The maximum
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output power of TENG can reach 15.21μW, and the EMG can reach 1.23 mW, and can light up about
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100 LEDs [224]. Moreover, this work has realized the long-distance wireless transmission of sensors
signals, and the data transmission capacity can exceed 300 m. Figure 19 (i)-(n) shows it has
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excellent long life and stable output performance. The author believes that this can become a new
direction for collecting low-frequency vibration energy from the marine environment, aerospace and
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industry [224].
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Figure 20: (a) Schematic and the internal structure of the HH floating on waves surface. The (b) Schematic
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configuration and (c) capacitor charging curves for different motion frequencies of the hybridized system. (d)

lP

Schematic diagram of the pendulum structure containing an Interdigital electrodes-TENG (I-TENG), a
Switches-TENG (S-TENG) and an Electromagnetic generator (EMG). (e) Output power under different load
resistance. (f) Voltage curve as a temperature sensor is powered with the hybridized blue energy harvester and

Elsevier [229].
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working continuously. (a-c) Reproduced with permission from Wiley [228]. (d-f) Reproduced with permission from
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Figure 20 (a) shows a concept based on point absorber type wave energy harvester operating
with both EMG and TENG. Due to the wave excitations, the slider in linear motor oscillates up and
down to generate electricity. In Figure 20 (b), the rectified outputs of the EMG phases are connected
in series and then connected to the rectified TEMG [228]. This kind of connection can maximize the
output. As shown in Figure 20 (c), the hybrid system displays a great boost not only in the
magnitude, but also in the speed of charging voltage. In terms of output, a maximum Isc of 59 µA at 3
Hz is obtained and the power density reaches 271.1 W/m-3(TENG) and 700 W/m-3[205]. As
illustrated in Figure 20 (d), Lee et al. designed a blue hybrid energy harvester based on a
friction-electromagnetic hybrid generator [230]. Figure 20 (e) and (f) shows by using a newly
designed hybrid circuit, the output power can reach 95.4 mW under a 100 Ω load, and an IoT
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platform has been established to monitor humidity and temperature around the clock [230].
Furthermore, Feng et al. designed a HH that uses the flexible rabbit fur as an electric brush
[229]. The brush has the function of pumping charge onto the dielectric surface, thus reducing the
operating resistance and improving the durability of the device. At a frequency of 0.1 Hz, the peak
power density is 10.16 W/m3 and the average power density is 0.23 W/m3 [229]. This HH has
successfully realized self-powered temperature mapping and wireless transmission. Liang et al.
developed a new type of charge excitation circuit (CEC) specially for HH, which has greatly
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improved the output performance [227]. A maximum power density of 49.3 W/m3 and an enhanced
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current of 25.1 mA have been reached [227]. The device can monitor the marine environment by
transmitting radio frequency (RF) signals and it can also power wireless communication systems
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successfully [227].
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3. Comparison and prospects
3.1 Comparisons among all technologies
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3.1.1 Comparison of OKEHs

Figure 21: Flow-machine-electrical conversion and the characteristics of the various OKEHs: OWC [103], inertial
pendulum [102, 105], wave induction turbine [96], flow induced vibration [112, 113, 144, 146, 231], dielectric
elastomer [111, 113], vortex induced oscillation [137], two-stage energy harvesting [232], rolling-structure mode
TENG [154, 156, 187, 207], liquid-solid mode TENG [200, 218], disk mode TENG [158, 219], contact-separation
TENG [220, 221], and hybrid TENG [183, 184, 223, 224].
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It is worth noting that the goal is to utilize the various "disordered" forms of kinetic energy in
the ocean to supply power for numerous distributed ocean sensors, rather than building large-scale
centralized OKEHs [100, 108]. In recent years, EMH, EAH, and TENG have made progress in
small-scale OKE for powering distributed sensors. Four approaches for collecting OKE, EMHs,
EAHs, TENGs, and HHs, have been reviewed in this article and their respective energy conversion
performances and characteristics are summarized in Figure 21.
For the EMH, the Lorentz force induces the electrons to flow in a conductor. The EAH produces
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electricity mainly based on the fluid-induced vibration and the coupling between the generation parts

ro

and mechanical motion. TENG functions based on the principles of triboelectrification and
electrostatic induction. The future scope for the further study on TENG to harvest current energy is

-p

enormous. Although TENG is studied extensively for wave energy conversion, these studies have not
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considered the mooring systems or wind/wave loads. The current applications are limited to shallow
water or small waves in deep water. Compared with wave energy, energy is more abundant in tidal

lP

currents nearshore and also generous in the ocean currents offshore. With ocean currents, it has the
advantages of high predictability, low flow rate, stable energy, and wide distribution. To realize the
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self-supply of ocean sensors, TENG, as a low-cost and high-entropy energy harvester, can be
deployed not only on ocean surfaces, but also underwater.
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In Figure 21, TENG, EAH, HH and most small-scale EMHs have their own advantages in
flow-mechanical-electric conversion due to their simple structure and less-complicated internal
mechanical structure. Among them, TENG is a favorable approach for harvesting low-frequency,
low-amplitude, and random-direction wave energy (called high entropy energy). First, it is an
exceptional choice as the power source for micro-nano systems that may be crucial for the ocean IoT
sensor networks [87]. Second, because the voltage of TENG is high and is less related to the running
frequency, TENG can be matched with various commercial sensors in the market. Third, the cost of
TENG is low, the structure is simple, and the damage of a single unit will not affect the overall
performance. A hybridization of TENG with the other harvesters is recommended for a general case.
However, due to the lack of universal metrics, comparing the different technologies has proved to be
a complex task [162]. To evaluate the level of OKEHs to power distributed ocean sensors, five key
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properties has been set as the criteria that include the output voltage, output current, power density,
cost-effectiveness, and robustness. The corresponding radar charts are presented in Figure 21.
Robustness is a measure of the ability of a subsystem or device to experience a survival event outside
the expected design conditions, and not sustain damage or loss of functionality beyond an acceptable
level, allowing a return to an acceptable level of operation after the event have passed [233]. In the
case of the partial destruction of an OKEH, the smaller final destruction degree indicates a stronger
robustness. Currently, collecting scientific evidence to quantitatively evaluate the robustness and
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cost-effectiveness of each transduction mechanism is still complicated. To resolve this problem, the
method proposed by Mariello et al is adopted in this review [162]. After a comprehensive study of

ro

the existing literature, a dynamic picture representing the current OKEH development status has been
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obtained that can be used to evaluate the pros and cons of each technology. As shown in Figure 21,
the pentagon covering the largest surface represents the most suitable energy harvester for distributed
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monitoring equipment and sensors in the ocean. Specifically, the HH appears to be the ideal
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harvester to power ocean sensors at present. HH combines the advantages of EMH and TENG.
TENG can provide the highest voltage, while EMH can provide the highest current. The advantage
of EAH lies in its satisfactory robustness. Due to its unique material and flexible structure, it can
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maintain stability even under extreme sea states. However, the lower voltage and current make it
only capable of powering a small number of ocean sensors. In the following parts, the five
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characteristics of the radar chart are summarized into three aspects: materials, output, and application
scenarios. Both the choice of materials and application scenarios are the indicators of
cost-effectiveness, and the robustness is a comprehensive result of the various causes in the system.
3.1.2 Comparison of output
The method proposed by Mariello et al. is selected for the power density calculation [162]:
𝑃=

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑉

,

(11)

where 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the instantaneous peak electrical power output, and 𝑉 is the volume of the
device. It is calculated that the highest instantaneous peak power density of EMHs, EAHs, TENGs,
and HHs are 553 W/m3, 43 W/m3, 60.93 W/m3, and 971.1 W/m3, respectively. The detailed
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comparison is shown in Table 1. The research of EAH mainly focuses on numerical simulation and
lab testing. In addition, most EAHs can only fulfill few small marine sensors for environmental
monitoring, mechanical sensing, and structural diagnosis. Furthermore, the TENGs and HHs have
been tested in real seas and can provide power for small marine monitoring equipment and sensors.
They are usually characterized by a high mobility, environmental adaptability, and anti-interference
ability for powering distributed ocean sensors. Therefore, with the further research of TENG, it is

as, AUV, ROV, and Glider, to provide a foundation for smart ocean.

ro

3.1.3 Comparison of materials
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expected to match various types of commercial sensors or larger marine monitoring equipment, such
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In terms of the EMH, the selection of power generation materials includes the rotor and stator.
Currently, most rotor materials are permanent magnets (such as, NdFeB) [234], while the stator is

re

mainly made of rigid materials to reduce magnetic resistance. The distinguished feature of the PEH
is the application of piezoelectric anticorrosive materials, such as, PVDF, PZT, and tourmaline, that

lP

makes it possible to cope with the extremely harsh sea conditions and seawater erosion. The TENG
can adopt much inexpensive dielectric friction materials, such as, PTFE, Nylon, FEP, aluminum, and
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copper, that significantly reduce the cost and threshold of generators [143, 191-193, 195-198, 229,
235-238]. In addition, the solid-solid contact, liquid-solid contact, or suspension induction methods
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can be utilized between the TENG power generation components to avoid damage (such as,
excessive piezoelectric device variables) and improve the stability and endurance of the ocean
sensors.
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Table 1: Comparison of OKEH in terms of the type, materials, power source, output, and applications.
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powering

% marine ranches and sensor node
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pendulum
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Wave

N/A
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[102]

magnet

31 W/m3
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IPMC [112, Nafion film;
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3.1.4 Comparison of application scenarios
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With respect to the application scenarios, different OKEHs correspond to various marine
monitoring equipment or sensors. Because the current ocean monitoring nodes are heterogeneous,
highly-distributed, and mobile, it is necessary to understand the power supply. Apparently, except for
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the AUV, ROV, and sonar equipped with numerous ocean sensors, OKEH can completely meet the
power demand of marine sensors with energy requirements below 20 W. The ocean sensors can be
characterized by wide distribution, low power consumption, high precision, robust sensing, mobility,
heterogeneity, and high reliability. These also introduce higher requirements for the existing OKEHs.
The hybrid TENG has shown its advantages in ocean sensing and made remarkable progress. The
subsequent OKEH design should have efficient resource utilization to reduce the cost of
manufacturing, deployment, operation, and maintenance. On this basis, a hybrid energy harvesting
system can utilize the several renewable power sources comprehensively, such as, solar, tidal, and
wind energy that is suggested for marine environment monitoring in the future.
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3.2 Prospects
This study systematically reviews the four OKEHs currently used to power ocean sensors
through analyzing the energy conversion, materials, output, and application fields. The OKEHs for
powering distributed ocean sensors in the marine environment is still in its early stage and has a long
way ahead. In view of the demand for the small-scale energy utilization of distributed ocean sensors,
the following recommendations are proposed for the future design of OKEH.
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3.2.1 Enhancement of OKEH output
The usage of proper materials can improve the effectiveness and output efficiency of OKEHs in

ro

many marine applications. For material selection, while ensuring the excellent power generation
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performance of OKEH, environmentally friendly and anti-corrosion materials should be

re

appropriately selected to reduce microplastics in the ocean.

The design of OKEHs should ensure sufficient flexibility and can be customized to adapt to

lP

heterogeneous ocean sensors. It is critical to minimize the number of connectors because they are
sensitive to marine corrosion. The OKEHs should utilize novel resources to reduce the
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manufacturing, deployment, operation, and maintenance costs. It should be easy to maintain and
disassemble, that includes replacing the power supply system, replacing or calibrating the sensors
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used, and recycling after completing the monitoring tasks.
At sea, the ocean monitors or sensors are usually integrated into a sensor node, such as, a buoy
or an underwater vehicle, as shown in Figure 1. With respect to the OKEH, using a single collection
method can provide a small amount of energy continuously; however, it cannot provide high power
in a short time. Different types of sensors have different energy requirements due to the
heterogeneous characteristics. It can lead to load fluctuations and may force the specifications to
exceed the requirements while designing OKEH. Therefore, for small-scale OKE acquisition, the
OKEHs based on two/multiple-stage hybrid power may be more practical.
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3.2.2 Highly efficient power management system
Energy storage technologies affect the size, cost, and operating life of the node [31]. Therefore,
effective power management is extremely essential to maximize the energy. Nowadays, while using
energy harvesters in ocean sensors, the common metrics (such as, remaining battery power) are no
longer available for power management [3]. Instead, the best decision must be made about the future
availability of energy. To this end, an algorithm can be developed to adaptively learn the
environment around ocean sensors and to efficiently use energy to improve the performance of the
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sensor network. In addition, a power management system can be developed to study the transfer
process from OKE to stored electrical energy. Owing to the optimization of the design of energy
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harvester and power transmission, the efficiency of conversion and transferring electrical energy to
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the ocean sensors is improving. By incorporating power management with these schemes, a large
amount of energy can be conserved, resulting in decreased issues related to harvesting.
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3.2.3 Integration of energy harvester, power management circuit, energy storage, and sensor
system
Growing marine unmanned systems and sensors are rapidly promoting the innovation of marine
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monitoring. The evolution of ocean sensor not only miniaturizes marine unmanned systems, but also
leads to its widespread utilization. It enables a wide application in in-situ energy harvesting by
combining ocean energy harvesting techniques. The OKEH described in this review is adopted as an
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energy storage device to power sensors or monitoring equipment. According to the working
principles of EMHs, EAHs, TENG, and HHs, it is expected to realize the in-situ power supply and
self-powering in marine monitoring. By integrating the energy harvesting function into the system of
ocean sensors, it is possible to achieve a coverage of the ocean sensor network for reasonable
observation/monitoring, governance, and further exploration. An envisaged ocean sensor node
generally consists of the following three main modules:
(1) An ocean sensing module for data acquisition and incorporates several probes and sensors
(Figure 22).
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(2) A wireless transceiver module for wireless data communication and consists of a radio
frequency (RF) transceiver and an antenna to send data and receive instructions from the sink node
[17].
(3) A power supply module usually consisting of energy storage equipment (rechargeable
batteries), power management systems, and energy harvesters (OKEH, solar energy harvesters, wind
energy harvesters, and thermal energy harvesters).
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In the early working state, an analysis of the available energy sources from ocean should be
performed to convert the irregular, high-entropy energy into regular electrical energy. To exploit

ro

these orderly energies, one or more energy sources must be selected and composed into the power
management system to obtain the effective electrical energy. For durability and hybrid topologies, an
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energy storage technology should be added to the system to ensure the long-term and stable
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operation of ocean sensors. The next stage is to use the energy supply module to power the ocean
sensing module and the wireless transceiver module. In the ocean sensing module, through the use of
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algorithms, such as adaptive and predictive control technology, the robustness and working life of the
system can be improved. The wireless transceiver module should adapt to the data
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reduction/compression and cloud control algorithm update to reduce energy loss.

Figure 23: General architecture of the integration of ocean sensor node and OKEH. This is an illustration of a
self-powered sending system.
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3.2.4 Resistance to biofouling and corrosion of OKEH
The degradation of OKEH is a highly complicated phenomenon because of their inherent
extreme operating conditions, corrosive environment, and extended operations away from
maintenance facilities. To further improve the durability of OKEH in harsh marine environment, it
needs to investigate effects of biofouling and corrosion on the performance of OKEH and methods to
resist them. Biofouling can interfere with transducer elements, materials, cover optical ports and clog
bearings. Excessive biological attachment would vary the center of gravity, metacenter and draft of
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the OKEH, thus the hydrodynamic performance of OKEH would change. It is worth to note that
there is still less systematic study on how the biofouling affects the hydrodynamic and electrical

ro

performance of OKEHs, particularly for the nanogenerators. Low-drag and low-adhesion surfaces
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are commonly utilized to resist biofouling [239]. At the same time, some works [61, 62] show that
the high-voltage electrical field generated by TENGs can also be used to prevent biofouling. For
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marine corrosion, it is known as a highly nonlinear process during the long exposures due to the
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involvement of numerous dependent/independent variables [240]. A multidisciplinary knowledge of
material science, structural mechanics, electrochemistry, marine science and hydrodynamic is
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required. The methods to resist corrosion of OKEH may include sacrificial anodes, impressed current
cathodic protection, various types of anti-fouling, anti-corrosive paints, and ultrasonic guided wave
methods. Recently, based on the method of sacrificial anodes, TENG is adopted by using its
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electrical energy to protect the device from corrosion [63]. Thus, to ensure long-term survival of
OKEH, it would be interesting and useful to investigate novel methods to protect OKEH structure
and sensor node from biofouling and corrosion in the future.

4 Conclusions

In this study, the authors review the research status of OKEHs for powering distributed ocean
sensors. Four major types of energy harvesters based on diverse mechanisms, including EMHs,
EAHs, TENGs, and HHs, are introduced along with the corresponding representative progress in
small-scale OKE harvesting. The four types of energy harvesters are analyzed and compared for
energy conversion, device materials, output performance, marine sensor energy requirements, and
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application fields. The OKEH output enhancement, highly efficient power management system,
integration of energy harvester, power management circuit, energy storage and sensor system, and
resistance to biofouling and corrosion of OKEH are also proposed. The results suggest that OKEHs
have an exceptional development prospective in powering ocean sensors. Based on the results, it has
been concluded that TENG is the most appropriate technology for harvesting low-frequency,
low-amplitude, random-direction wave energy. A hybridization of TENG with the other harvesters is
highly recommended for harvesting high-entropy energy in ocean.
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Meanwhile, it is worth noting that the ocean has entered the era of IoT. The underlying reason

ro

behind developing and utilizing marine resources is the real-time detection and collection of marine
information. The construction of smart ocean requires more "energy of the new era" [100], to power
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the widespread marine equipment. From this perspective, the possible revolution in small-scale

re

energy harvesting, ocean monitoring, marine resources exploitation, and self-powered sensor can
further improve the marine safety and ecological resource utilization to a higher level that has never

lP

been achieved before.
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Highlights

The latest developments in electromagnetic harvester, electroactive polymers harvester, TENG
and hybrid harvester are comprehensively reviewed.



The working principles and the energy output of the ocean kinetic energy harvesters are
expounded, and their electrical performances are systematically compared.



TENG is favorable for harvesting low-frequency, low-amplitude, and random-direction wave
energy (called high entropy energy).



A hybridization of TENG with other harvesters is recommended for a general case in which some
ordering exists regarding to supplied energy.
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